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Urns, caskets
& Keepsakes
for interment
and burial

Interment and Burial

TM

Urns, caskets & Keepsakes

All of the Forever Urns are supplied by
J C Atkinson, a UK based company known for
high environmental standards and innovation.

We hope that within these pages you will find the
perfect choice that honours the memory of your
loved one, safe in the knowledge that each item
is created with exceptional craftsmanship and
attention to detail.
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For many the ideal way to say
farewell to a loved one is by
burying or interring their ashes.
We have brought together
a comprehensivee range
of ash caskets and urns to
meet your needs, with many
being specially created to
have no lasting impact on the
environment.

Internment and Burial

Interment
and burial

Our caskets and urns come
in a wide range of materials,
including handmade paper,
sand, cornstarch, bamboo, and
wool. Many come in a variety of
colors and styles, allowing the
utmost in personal choice and
personalisation.
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Bede

Compton

Embleton

Hilda

Newham

Oswald

The Embleton is made of
solid pine. Please ask the
Funeral Director for more
information.

Lesbury

The Heartwood ash casket range is superbly constructed and
finished to an exceptional standard. With various styles and
designs, this range of wooden ash caskets is sure to have a
style to meet your needs.

Cuthbert

Our Heartwood ash caskets
are made from either solid
oak, oak veener or solid
paulownia (a light weight,
sustainable, fast growing,
alternative to Oak.)

Amble
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Heartwood
Ash Caskets
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Diamant
Urns

Internment and Burial

The Elemental Range
A range of beautiful urns designed for the natural life
cycle. These amazing urns are made directly
from plants, making them biodegradable
and compostable. Includes inner
cotton bag for ashes

The Diamant Series is a
collection of contemporary
caskets from the Scandinavian design studio Jacob
Jensen Design.
A timeless and universal line
of caskets and urns developed
in partnership with established
coffin manufacturer Tommerup
Kister.
These stylish urns designed to match the
Diamant casket range are available in black or
white with a silk matt finish.
Each urn comes complete with its individual
lowering system of cotton threads that has been
designed to allow dignity and solemnity when the
urn is interned into the ground.
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Vida

A biodegradable white urn
featuring a series of ring bands
circumventing the body of urn

Suave

A biodegradable white urn
featuring a striking design of
gold ring bands circumventing
the body of urn

Tipo

A biodegradable white urn
featuring a striking design of
silver ring bands circumventing
the body of urn
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Using wool from the
Yorkshire Dales

Internment and Burial

Natural Legacy
Natural Legacy is a range of
environmentally friendly woollen ash
caskets which offer a comforting
and soft alternative to the traditional
wood casket.
Working closely with the British
Wool Marketing Board, Natural
Legacy supports British Farmers by
buying their wool through the Quality
Assurance Scheme.
Natural Legacy offers a contemporary
style with comfortable handling. Each
coffin or ash casket is completed
with a personalised hand embroidered
woollen name plate.

In Partnership with
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OASIs Ash Caskets
Bamboo

In Partnership with

The Oasis Coffins enterprise has been
established in Nilphamari district,
Bangladesh. This area is 500km north of
the capital city Dhaka, and suffers from
extreme poverty. Oasis is committed to the
Ten Principles of Fair Trade agreed by the
World Fair Trade Organisation.
Representatives from Traidcraft, the
UK’s largest Fair Trade organisation have
conducted a rigorous assessment of the
business on location in Bangladesh, and
are pleased to endorse all of the coffins
and urns produced by Oasis as Fair Trade.
Ongoing assessments will be made to
ensure that these high
standards are maintained.
Locally, Oasis is an active
member of the Fair Trade
Forum in Bangladesh.
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The Bamboo we use is a renewable
resource, and is an effective
absorber of Carbon Dioxide from
the atmosphere. Our bamboo
has been sourced from locally
grown bamboo plants, which have
been sustainably managed and
harvested in Bangladesh according
to best practice.

Natural White Willow

Hand-woven, natural willow (below)
in a rounded urn shape.

Chestnut Willow

Hand-woven, natural willow in a rounded urn shape.
The Chestnut Willow is harvested and boiled to remove
the bark. The tannin in the bark dyes the willow wood
“chestnut” brown. The White Willow is harvested
the same way, but is treated to remove the tannin,
restoring the pale natural off white colour of the cane.
Willow canes are from a fast growing trees, coppice
grown on a two to three year cycle. The canes are
sustainable and benefit the local ecology and the
environment in general.
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Seagrass Ash Casket

A freshwater plant, grown in abundance
in the Noakhali district of Bangladesh.
Sun dried and spun, it is woven onto a
bamboo frame to form natural styled
Seagrass ashes casket.

The Country Range

Salma’s Story

Before joining Oasis, Salma*
worked as house maid. Her
husband couldn’t support
the family either due to the
irregular income as a labourer
paid on a daily basis. They did
not have proper home, and
lived in a very basic bamboo
hut with a thin polythene roof.
Their hut was often blown
away by storms during the
monsoon season.
She joined Oasis Coffins in 2009 as a tailor, with
responsibility for stitching coffin linings. She started to
save some money each month and was then able to
take a small loan from a local charity, through which
she bought a small piece of land. She has now paid
off the loan and has been able to build her own home!
She is now planning to take a fresh loan to buy land for
her husband to cultivate.
With increased stability in her family, both her 12 year
old and 9 year old sons have been able to go to school.
She has also learnt a range of other skills in the coffin
manufacturing process.

“Our assessment shows that Oasis has fully embraced the ten principles of
Fair Trade in its policies and working practices. We’re delighted to see that
Oasis is making such a practical and positive social impact in a region of
real poverty. This is a strong example of Fair Trade helping to transform
lives and providing hope through the opportunities offered.”
Larry Bush, Marketing Director, Traidcraft
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Oasis Coffins now employs 80 people, many of whom
have similar stories. Our Fair Trade endorsement
by Traidcraft affirms our commitment to excellent
working conditions, fair wages, and care for the
environment.
* [Photograph and name have been changed to
preserve anonymity]
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The Passages Sand and Gelatine Urns are produced
using sustainable materials to create an attractive and
environmentally-friendly alternative for families. Each urn is
hand-painted by skilled artisans.

Ocean Sand with Footprints

Quartz Round - Sand

Each urn is shipped in a box with custom protective
packaging that provides families with a convenient and
discreet option for transportation. The box (and urn) will
pass through airport security screenings and can fit in the
overhead compartment of most commercial airliners.
When buried in the ground, the urn will biodegrade within
three months. Once placed in water, the urn will break down
within three days.

Ocean Pearl

Quartz Round - White

Sand and gelatine
18

Ocean Aqua
15
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Earthurn Embrace
The Earthurn collection features a unique assortment
of sustainably crafted, handmade paper urns. The
durable and attractive Earthurns are produced
from the bark of the mulberry tree, using an ancient
technique that allows the bark to be harvested
without destroying the tree. The resulting paper is
dried in the sun before being used to create the urns.

Burgundy Embrace

The top of the Burgundy Embrace Urn
may be personalised with a photograph
of the deceased. Also available in green.

This collection of urns is suitable for scattering,
burial or the temporary storage of cremated
remains. Since they are crafted by hand each
may vary slightly in size, shape and appearance.
Earthurns are supplied with a water-soluble bag
into which the cremated remains must be placed.

Floral Bouquet Embrace

The Floral Bouquet urn features
handmade paper flowers inset into the
decorative blue top.

Earthurn
Reflect
Autumn Leaves Embrace

The Autumn Leaves urn is made from elegant
black handmade paper inlaid with real leaves.

The Reflect Earthurn features a natural silk bag with
ribbon and matching picture frame surrounding
a simple yet elegant biodegradable urn. The silk
bag and frame can be retained to store personal
mementos once the urn is used. The picture frame
accommodates a 2.75″ x 2″ photograph.
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Earthurn
Unity, Purity
& Simplicty

Simplicity
Floral

The oval Purity urn has violet and yellow
flower petals inlaid in the paper and is
suitable for scattering or biodegradable
burial.

Unity
Floral
Purity

The beautiful heart shape of the Unity
Earthurn provides a soft and warm feel
to the urn. Inlaid with fresh flower petals,
the Floral Unity Earthurn is designed for
ground burial. Once the Unity Earthurn is
buried, it will biodegrade naturally over
time. Available in three designs with
matching mini or keepsake sizes.

Unity
Pastel

Unity Woodgrain
18

A Companion size is available in the
Floral Unity. A photo frame suitable for a
photograph or details of the deceased is
supplied with the larger urns.

Terracota

Floral

Blue

Red Rose

Eco urn Cornstarch
These EcoUrns are made from
durable and environmentallyfriendly cornstarch. They feature
a secure “snap lock” closing
mechanism that permanently
closes the urn. The EcoUrns may
be kept at home, since they will

not biodegrade or deteriorate
unless buried. When buried in
earth, the urn will biodegrade
completely over time.
Each EcoUrn is hand painted and
each includes a biodegradable

bag for the cremated remains
to be placed in prior to closing
the urn. Each urn comes in a
convenient carry box that can be
used for discreet and convenient
transportation.
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Biodegradable water urns are
designed specifically for that
purpose and will float briefly
to allow a final farewell before
gracefully sinking.

Water Burial

Water burial

They are sustainably produced
in a variety of natural materials,
including recycled paper, rock
salt, gelatin and sand. Although
they were designed for water
burial, all of these urns can also
be used for earth burial.
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Water Burial

Aqua

The Memento Urn for biodegradable water burial
allows families to create a unique, meaningful
and participatory ceremony by placing personal
notes into the urn prior to placing it at sea.
Twenty handmade paper notecards are included
with each urn.

Natural

The urn is crafted by hand on moulds from nontoxic recycled food-grade paper and is hand
painted using environmentally-friendly milk
paints.

Fern

The urn is designed to float briefly before
sinking, and biodegrades naturally over time.
The Memento Urn is packaged
in a recyclable box for
discreet and convenient
transportation.

Blue
Coral

Pearl

Earthurn
Journey
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The Journey Earthurns are handmade from crafted
sustainable produced and biodegradable paper.
When placed in water they will float briefly and sink
to the bottom, where they will break down naturally.
overtimne.

Memento
Paper Urn
23
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J C Atkinson is committed to providing our customers with exceptional quality products,
consistently and reliably. We understand that reputation is everything and our commitment
to our customers is to do what we can to enhance their reputations. We provide the highest
quality, ethically manufactured products on the market while also providing exceptional levels
of customer service.

Urns, caskets & Keepsakes

Not found what you were looking for?

The complete Forever Urns collection is
spread over three easy to use brochures:
To Keep at Home, For Interment and Burial
and To Scatter or to Share.

THE SUNDAY TIMES

Please ask your Funeral Director for more
information.
BEST GREEN

COMPANIES

Best Green Companies is a partnership between The Sunday Times, leading market-research
group Munro Global and environmental consultancy Bureau Veritas. The aim of the Best Green
Companies venture is to become the benchmark for environmental excellence against which
companies are able to measure their own performance year-on-year and to compare with other
businesses operating at a similar level of environmental impact.

J C Atkinson has been accredited with the ISO 14001 standard, the internationally recognised
mark for the environmental management of businesses. It prescribes controls for those
activities that have an effect on the environment. These include the use of natural resources,
handling and treatment of waste and energy consumption.

Traidcraft endorse all of the ash caskets and urns produced by Oasis as Fair Trade. Ongoing
assessments will be made to ensure that these high standards are maintained.

Printed on F.S.C. certified paper.
© 2014 J C Atkinson Ltd. All rights reserved.
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